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The 50/50 Club

The P G Wodehouse study with fire. Refurbishment had to 
stop under the present lockdown measures but will restart 
as soon as possible

The 50/50 Club was launched in January 1990 by 
David Rudkin, the first Chairman of the Emsworth 
Maritime and Historical Trust. Half of the money 
raised is retained by the Trust and is used for specific 
rather than general purposes, principally to enhance 
the Museum. However, in 2020 the 50/50 Club 
donated £1500 to cover the Covid-19 shortfall which 
resulted from loss of donations while the Museum 
was closed earlier in the year.

The other half is returned to members of the 50/50 
Club as cash prizes in a monthly draw. The current 
first prize is £35 and the second is £15. Tickets cost 
£6 a year with a minimum holding of two tickets for 
new members of the 50/50 Club. However, existing 
members can increase their holding by just one 
ticket. 

A list of winners is displayed in the first Newsletter 
of every year. Go to page 4 for the 2020 list.

When you next visit the Museum I hope you will see 
the new fireplace in the re-created P G Wodehouse 
study. The 50/50 Club were pleased to sponsor the 
electric fire costing £104 which so ably complements 
the Portland stone fireplace. 

Other recent purchases have included a cabinet 
lighting upgrade installed this winter. The upgrade 
consisted of LED strips fixed to the inside of the 
cabinet frame at a cost of £508 and will attract 
visitors into the area by the fire escape.

We also plan to purchase some downlighters over 
the Bir Hakeim display panels. If successful, we will 
purchase extra lighting over the P G Wodehouse 
display. We may also need some lights in the P G 
Wodehouse display cabinet – it depends on how it 
looks when everything is finished. The extra lights 

will be simple to install as the control module is 
already there and has spare ports.

These examples show the importance of the 50/50 
Club to the well-being of the Museum. Over the past 
10 years the number of tickets held by members 
increased from 153 to 209 but have now declined 
slightly over the past couple of months so we need 
many more members to raise funds and, at the same 
time, have a bit of fun. Clearly, the more tickets you 
hold the greater is the chance of winning.

If you would like to join or increase your holding of 
tickets there is a 50/50 Club Membership Application 
Form enclosed with this Newsletter. Just fill it in and 
send it to me (Peter Morse) at the Museum or send 
it as an attachment to peter.morse1934@gmail.com 

Good luck!
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From the Chairman
Your committee took the decision to postpone the 2020 AGM from 18th March 2020, thinking 
that we might be able to run it in a conventional format after a delay of a couple of months. 
How wrong we were!

Virtual Annual General Meeting

As time went on, we realised that we would have to 
hold the AGM online. We did so on 1st December 
2020. I am really pleased with the response from 
all our members. Forty seven people joined the 
meeting online and a further 29 members registered 
a postal vote. This means we had substantially 
more participants than normal and met the quorum 
required by our constitution. Nevertheless, your 
committee does recognise that an online meeting 
does not have the same levels of social interaction as 
a physical meeting. We believe that, on balance, you 
would prefer a physical meeting to an online one.

Against this background, your committee has 
discussed the question of the 2021 AGM. At this 
stage, we are hoping to hold a physical meeting, if 
not in March then a couple of months later when 
most people should have been vaccinated. If this 
is not possible, we will have to hold another online 
AGM – but this is our fallback position.

Wedding Dress

We have now fitted the wedding dress 
to a Museum specification mannequin 
and placed the order. The mannequin 
will be delivered towards the end of 
February 2021. During March, the 
mannequin will be dressed with the 
wedding dress. Hopefully it will then 
be displayed in our new cabinet.

New Cabinet

Earlier in 2020, Havant Borough Council generously 
awarded the Museum a grant from the Community 
Infrastructure Fund to enable us to purchase a 
second new cabinet from the same suppliers as the 
new cabinet we purchased in 2019. The order was 
placed so that delivery could be made before Brexit. 
Unfortunately, Covid-19 restrictions mean that the 
commissioning team cannot enter the UK either 
now or in the foreseeable future. We are working 
with another museum who are also expecting 
a (much larger) cabinet delivery from the same 
supplier in early 2021 with a view to getting our 
cabinet delivered and commissioned in March 2021. 
However, this plan is still far from certain.

Fireplace and P G Wodehouse’s new study

For some time, the idea of exposing the fireplace 
and using it as the centre piece of a relocated P G 
Wodehouse ‘study’ has been discussed. This year 
the committee decided to act.

The Museum closed as planned at the end of its 
shortened Covid-19 affected season at 4.30pm 
on Sunday 1st November 2020. By 7.00pm on the 
same day, two volunteers had dismantled the swing 
board display; removed the screen and exposed the 
fireplace. What they found was a structure almost 
two metres high – but covered in cream gloss paint.

The Museum is extremely grateful to Andrew Raitt 
of Stonecrest Monumental Stonemasons, 4 North 
Street for volunteering to resolve this problem pro 
bono. Andy used his time and his skill to remove at 
least four layers of paint from the fireplace and then 
re-finish the Portland stone underneath.

Other volunteers have redecorated the area with 
a colour scheme appropriate to the period. eBay 
has provided a coal effect electric fire of sufficiently 
robust proportions to enhance the fireplace. Built 
in 1900, the fireplace is a period feature helping to 
create the correct ambience for a fitting tribute to 
one of Emsworth’s most famous residents. Margaret 
Rogers is re-curating this exhibition.

Re-thinking our displays

The work described above has required us to empty 
the large bookcases; move them and reconstitute 
the displays. We are keen to explain the relevance 

Andrew Raitt of Stonecrest Monumental 
Stonemasons renovated the once hidden 
Portland stone fireplace
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of the objects we display, and what they tell us 
about the time in which they were used. One overall 
feature of the displays was that Emsworth traders 
offered a much wider range of goods and services 
than today. For example, Emsworth had tailors 
offering bespoke suits and chemists making their 
own drugs, pills and ointments. There was seasonal 
brick making, clock makers who branded their own 
clocks, and there were a wide range of maritime-
related manufacturing businesses.

Philip Magrath is thinking through how we can 
display this material and explain its relevance to 
today’s visitors.

 
Stewards and Training

Your committee has decided to plan on the basis 
that the Museum will open in April 2021 under the 

same Covid-19 restrictions as were in force when 
we closed in November 2020. Furthermore, we 
recognise that Stewards’ Training was curtailed in 
2020, and many of the new stewards received only 
the most rudimentary training.

We are assuming therefore that it will not be 
possible to have large training sessions. Our 
intention is to run training sessions under the ‘rule 
of six’. This means there will be five participants 
and one trainer. Obviously, we will need to run 
many more sessions. The sessions will be held, 
socially distanced, in the main room. This is entirely 
appropriate because the stewards will be able 
to see the effect of the winter work programme 
during the training session. However, for Museum 
reopening and for these training sessions to be even 
contemplated, Emsworth will have to move to Tier 2. 

Trevor Davies

This proposed trip to explore Yorkshire is offered 
by Woods. It has been carried over from 2020 with 
new dates. I will attach full details with the next 
newsletter but it all depends on 

•	 The Covid-19 situation and Government 
Guidelines

•	 What is then possible in September? 

•	 How you feel personally about joining the 
holiday in September

Please register INTEREST by sending an email to:  
jan_ butler@outlook.com or completing the form 
on page 8. Tel. No. 01243 430926.

Accommodation

The Best Western Plus Craiglands Hotel has been 
welcoming guests for over 150 years. Timeless in 
appearance yet full of the mod cons you need for a 
wonderful stay, this grand Victorian building is set 
in six acres of beautifully landscaped grounds and 
woodlands. The hotel is just a five-minute walk from 
the historic spa town of Ilkley. The hotel features a 
ballroom, lounge bar, restaurant and garden terrace. 
All bedrooms are en suite and equipped with TV, 
hairdryer and tea & coffee making facilities. The 
hotel has WiFi throughout and a lift to all floors.

Itinerary

This tour includes visits to gardens, stately homes, 
museums, villages, a canal cruise and heritage 

Proposed Annual Holiday EM&HT 13th–17th September 2021
railway. This means that all participants will need 
to be able to manage some stairs, some walking 
(possibly on cobbles or uneven ground) and 
boarding/disembarking unaided both the coach, 
canal boat and a heritage railway carriage. The hotel 
has a lift but may have some steps within. 

The following accommodation is available: 

12 twin/double rooms to be used as sole use   
 rooms 
7 twin rooms  
7 double rooms

Total Cost £469 per person sharing a twin or 
double room. (Minimum of 30 passengers travelling) 
Sole Use Supplement £48 (to be confirmed if 
payment necessary)

Craiglands Hotel
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Thomas à Becket – The Church and the Man
Thanks to Covid-19 restrictions only two temporary exhibitions could be held in the David 
Rudkin Room in 2020. But what two exhibitions! They were both extremely popular with each 
drawing in over 300 residents and visitors to view the wealth of information on offer.

August Bank Holiday weekend saw the opening of 
an exhibition which explored the 850th anniversary 
of the death and turbulent life of Archbishop 
Thomas Becket and looked at the 1000 year history 
of the Church in Warblington that bears his name. 
Fortunately this major exhibition, created by Chris 
Morrison and Gordon Braddock, was a survivor of 
Warblington Church’s Becket 850 programme. 

The Thomas à Becket exhibition continued 
throughout weekends in September and on Sunday, 
20th September the Anglican Bishop of Portsmouth, 
the Rt Rev. Christopher Foster, popped in for a 
visit before presiding over an open-air service at 
Warblington. Bishop Christopher and Rev Andrew 
Sheard, Rector of Warblington-with-Emsworth 
Churches, were welcomed by Trust Chairman, Trevor 
Davies, and shown around the exhibition by the 
curators.

Becket exerted a considerable influence over 
both King and country* during his lifetime but his 
martyrdom and subsequent veneration ensured that 
his power as a figurehead continues to this day.

*See Barbara Hammond’s article on pages 8 and 9 of The 
Emsworth Echo, November 2020 for further details about the 
life and murder of Archbishop Thomas Becket in 1170.

Month      No Name     Prize Value 
January      38 Mrs Dorothy Bone    First £35.00 
January      57 Mrs P Marshall    Second £15.00 
February    200 Mrs Dorothy Bone    First £35.00 
February      47 Mr & Mrs R Lawson    Second £15.00 
March	 			144	 Mrs	R	Burdett	 	 		First	 £35.00 
March        6 Mr A W Stewart-Fitzroy   Second £15.00 
April      18 Mr A W Stewart-Fitzroy   First £35.00 
April    162 Mr R W Savage    Second £15.00 
May      71 Mrs M S Taplin    First £35.00 
May    230 Mrs F Cassedy    Second £15.00 
June    134 Mr & Mrs D J Childs Hopkins    First £35.00 
June    193 Mrs S Morgan    Second £15.00 
July              147  Mr & Mrs D Payne    First  £35.00 
July              171 Dr M Rogers      Second  £15.00 
August    139 Mr J W Farrer    First £35.00 
August	 			203	 Mrs	B	Cottis	 	 		Second	 £15.00 
September 157 Mrs Vickers    First £35.00 
September 109 Mrs M S Taplin    Second £15.00 
October    217 Mrs M S Taplin    First £35.00 
October      71 Mrs M S Taplin    Second £15.00 
November    77 Mr A W Stewart-Fitzroy   First £35.00 
November    94 Mrs A M Mant    Second £15.00 
December		142	 Mrs	R	Burdett	 	 		First	 £35.00 
December    51 Mrs Vickers    Second £15.00

50/50 Club Winners in 2020

Visiting the Museum on 20th September are, from left 
to right, Chris Morrison, Gordon Braddock, the Rt Rev. 
Christopher Foster, Trevor Davies and Rev. Andrew Shead

Trevor Davies showing Bishop Christopher around the 
Museum

Covid News
The first person to receive a Covid-19 
vaccination at Queen Alexandra Hospital in 
Portsmouth on Tuesday, 8th December was 
99 year old, Naval Officer and WWII veteran 
Michael Tibbs.

Mr Tibbs is the father of Dr Philip Tibbs – senior 
GP in the Emsworth Practice for many years. 
Dr Tibbs and his father were interviewed on 
the local TV news, BBC South Today. 

The report mentioned that Philip (now retired) 
was returning to the Emsworth Practice as a 
volunteer to help with vaccinations. He did 
just that and Dr Tibbs has added that he’s very 
pleased to use his skills to help and he thanks 
all the many volunteers in Emsworth who are 
making the process work so smoothly.
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During October, photographic archivist, Bernie Gudge mounted 
the second 2020 exhibition in the David Rudkin Room. The popular 
display of photographs illustrated many of the changes that have 
taken place in and around Emsworth since the 1890s. Visitors were 
able to compare images taken decades apart and see how the scene 
had altered. Various industries were represented from boat building 
and timber works, fishing, road construction and house and pub 
refurbishments. Old landmarks have disappeared and the traffic has 
altered from primarily horse drawn to motor vehicles.

Emsworth Past and Present

Bernie’s images of old Emsworth are always popular with visitors because they recall a bygone era but the 
heart of the town remains the same even though businesses have changed. There is not so much diversity 
now but Emsworth has retained its character and its small town ethos. 

Bernie Gudge, photographic archivist

Above and right: Road construction in May 1974 
of the short bypass. Now the A259 but then 
known as the A27
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Some four years ago, Roy and Sheila Morgan 
announced their retirement as EM&HT honorary 
archivists. They offered 30 years of their research 
into Emsworth and its people to the Museum.

Due to the lack of space at 10b North Street to store 
the considerable number of their files and folders, 
Geoff Higgins offered temporary space at his home 
to house the archive. As it turned out the archive 
occupied a small room.

After handover, Geoff and helpers started the major 
task of making lists and sorting the information into 
general groups, such as – people, streets, buildings, 
events, trade directories and miscellaneous items. 
The collection included some house title deeds, 
original wills and lists of inhabitants.

Sheila and Roy, it appeared, were diligent 
researchers as a high percentage of their material 
was handwritten in pencil, copies sometimes on 
the back of utility bills, old letters or any piece of 
scrap paper. Most of their notes were collected 
during visits to churches, record offices, the National 
Archives at Kew and many local places of interest. 
Nowadays, a lot of general information can be 
gleaned from the internet but Roy and Sheila filtered 
the information that they collected to make it 
‘Emsworth specific’.

In parallel with Geoff’s homework, the Museum’s 
Archive Room shelves and existing binders 
underwent a major ‘spring clean’ to consolidate the 
information and make room for the Morgan Archive 
material.

Work in the Museum has been somewhat curtailed 
in 2020. The Archive Room files have been re-
numbered, repositioned and blended with the 

The Morgan Archive

Sheila and Roy Morgan

majority of the Morgan Archive data. A master file 
index and individual file indices have been created.

Eventually, in December 2020, after a considerable 
amount of time and effort, the last material from the 
Morgan Archive containing a wealth of information 
relating to Emsworth and its people had been 
successfully catalogued and transferred from Geoff’s 
home to the confines of the Museum.

There are still a few outstanding files that have to be 
integrated into the archive, but Phase 1 is nearing 
completion. We have combined existing material 
from our Museum with that of Roy and Sheila to 
create a centre for research to run alongside our 
splendid collection of Emsworth artefacts. Members 
and researchers can now access the files and read 
about the life and times of Emsworth and its people 
from the 1700s up to the present day.

However, the archive work will continue. Our 
collection is not static and as more information 
becomes available, it will require updating, 
improving and refining for the enlightenment of 
researchers and Trust members.

Phase 2 of the work will be the cross referencing 
of the hard copy archive with the Museum’s 
Omeka computer system. Also, transcription of 
old documents will further enhance our research 
capabilities. If you would like to help with any of our 
archive activities, particularly the cross referencing, 
then please contact me by email at chris-steve_1@
tiscali.co.uk. Obviously, we are hamstrung at the 
moment in carrying out the next steps because of 
the current lockdown. 

Stephen Miller

Margaret Rogers and Geoff Higgins
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“The article on Arthur B Woods in The Emsworth Echo 2020 brought back memories of living at 24 Palmers 
Road in the late forties (1948/49). 
 
The house we lived in was a converted chicken house, made into two bedrooms and a living room. The 
building was owned by Harry Stroud who owned both of the Fish and Chip shops in North Street and The 
Square. 
 
The building’s yard continued down to the River Ems with Brook Meadows on the other side. Two travelling 
families, the Strudwicks and the Bonds lived in their caravans in the yard. I played with Joe Strudwick either 
in the yard or in and along the River Ems. 
 
On one occasion we bypassed the gasometer fence and made our way along the river bank towards Seagull 
Lane. Playing in the area just before the bridge (which was not yet built) I found a bundle which contained a 
parachute, the bag was falling apart but the parachute was still intact. 
 
We took the parachute back home and used it draped over branches as a large tent/camp at the bottom on 
the river bank. I don’t remember how long it lasted but I do remember that the parachute was orange and 
the colour made it bright inside the tent.”

Does any one else remember the plane crash and its aftermath? I would love to hear from you. Editor.

Mike Rogers Remembers

Can I ask members if they know anything about the 
circus regularly coming to the Havant area probably 
before the Second World War. I have heard that the 
circus used to be quartered in Emsworth, staff would 
parade the elephants through the village and walk 
them in the sea. School children would be given a 
day off school. I would like to put something in the 
next Emsworth Echo.

Also, I have heard about Barrett’s Canadian Circus 
coming to Havant in July 1929, and a circus coming 
to Emsworth and staying where Saxon Corner 
houses are now being built or in the field opposite 
which is part of Church Farm, or in Slipper Road. The 
possibilities are endless. 

Christine Bury

Circus Memories

This cutting from 
the Hampshire 
Telegraph tells of 
the attractions 
to be seen 
at Barrett’s 
Canadian Circus. 
George Barrett 
and his circus 
came from 
Yorkshire

Diary Date
The only (almost) definite Diary Date at this time is for the Emsworth Arts Trail. Government 
guidelines permitting, the Arts Trail which was cancelled in 2020 will take place on the weekends 
of 11th and 12th September, and 18th and 19th September 2021.

All being well, the Trust hope to mount an Arts Trail exhibition in the David Rudkin Room over that 
period.
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The views expressed by contributors 
to this Newsletter do not necessarily 
reflect those of the General Committee. 
All rights are reserved. Please contact 
the editor for permission to use any 
material.

Website: www.emsworthmuseum.org.uk

Hon. Secretary: Dorothy Bone  
01243 373780   
dorothybone@btinternet.com

Membership: Shelagh Standen  
shelaghstanden@hotmail.co.uk

Newsletter Editor: Christine Bury  
01243 377870 christine.bury@ntlworld.com

If you would like to provide a news article 
or illustration, please send it to the editor, 
preferably on disk or by email.

Printed by SRP Design & Print, Leigh Road, 
Chichester, PO19 8TU Tel: 01243 782988

© Emsworth Maritime and Historical Trust

EM&HT Annual Holiday, September 13–17 2021

Provisional Interest Only

Please register interest for your place/s by sending this form to:

Janet Butler (Yorkshire Holiday), 33 Highland Road, Emsworth, PO10 7JL

Please note that at some sites there may be limited facilities for travellers with 
walking disability

First Passenger Name:

Second Passenger Name:

Address (with postcode):

Telephone:

Email:


